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1. The Franciscan Schooh a historiogaphic and institutional
problem

For a long time, research on doctrinal developments in the West
between the early thirteenth and early fourteenth century was marked by the
conviction that the theological and philosophical system of Thomas Aquinas
represented, in the great edifice of medieval knowledge, the point toward
which all lines converge, the eternal goal happily attained by Christianity in
its centuries-old effort to assimilate pagan knowledge into a creationist
scheme. But the doctrinal picture presented by the Franciscans was also seen

as an organic whole. In the past, the existence of a Franciscan school, its
conclusions in many ways different from those of Thomas @uns Scotus

versus Thomas) was taken for granted. There was also much discussion of its
supposed essential and characteristic features. Etienne Gilson (1953) saw the
Franciscans as working right from the start to construct a theological and

philosophical Augustinianism whose aim was to limit the contributions of
Aristotle as much as possible. Its most important expression was the
Christocentric and Franciscan philosophy of Bonaventure of Bagnoregio,
who consciously sought a way of his own, different from that of Thomas.
More recendy, disagreeing *ith Gilson, Van Steenberghen (1991) greatly
de-emphasized the Augustinian contribution, at least in the area of
philosophy. He pointed out that the first Franciscan masters, including
Bonaventure himself, were always interested in Aristotelianism, which they
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received, however, in a Neoplatonic form that was still immature and
destined to be surpassed by the Thomistic synthesis.

In recent decades, historians have focused less on Thomas. The
scope of research has been extended fx beyond the usual areas of
metaphysics and anthropology, and we have become aware of the complexity
of doctrinal developments and relationships. If we are to understand these,
we must do more than invent descriptions (Neoplatonizing Aristotelianism,
Heterodox Aristotelianism, AvicennicizingAugustinianism, Latin Averroism
etc.) whose heuristic contribution has proven limited and whose
introduction has sometimes created more problems than it solved.

With the collapse of past certainties, radical questions arise. Ffere
we might ask whether the Franciscan Order really made an original
contribution to doctrine in the thirteenth centurf, whether and to what
extent ure can still speak of a Franciscan "school" (in the sense of doctrine)
during this period. To answer this question without prejudice, we must
proceed not by way of more-or-less pre-established doctrinal lines, but by
following the paths and choices of the Friars Minor in the schools where
they were present. The Franciscan masters worked in studia that were either
entirely internal, or in studia of the Order that were part of the emerging
universities (alongside the pre-existing schools rnd stadia of the other
mendicant orders). That was the situation in Paris and Oxford. There the
friars \Mere members of a university corporation and a centralized religious
institute, vigorously supported by the papacy (at least in the thirteenth
century) and quite determined to increase their presence in the Church and
society. The fact that they belonged to tlo institutions was directly reflected
in the area of doctrine. The kinds of research taken up by the Franciscan
masters were related either to the pu{pose of studies (the formation of
theologians destined to preach and hear confessions, rather than
philosophers) or to the need to reconsider the identity of the Order in the
context of external attacks and internal schisms. The doctrine of the
Franciscans was shaped in the real-life situation of powerful controversies; if
we ignore these we risk not understanding many of the reasons for their
work and their choices.

2. The first mastens in the Paris smd,h,m

Throughout the entire thirteenth century Paris was the major
center of theological and philosophical research in the West. AIso located
there was the most important theologi crl studiurn of the Franciscans. At first
the Friars Minor invited secular masters to teach them. In 1236 one of them,
Alexander of Hales, entered the Order and thus became the first Franciscan
master (he held the chair until his death in 1245). His confrere and pupil
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John of la Rochelle taught from 1238 to l2+5. There has been much
discussion as to whether he shared Alexander's chair or whether these were

supplementary lessons. By now firmly in the hands of the Franciscans, the
chair passed to Odo Rigaldi (Rigaud) who headed the studiuru' from 1245 to
1248, then to William of Melitona (Milton), master at Paris from L248 to
1253 when he became head of the studiurn in Cambridge.

These theologians originally from England (Alexander, William)
and France $ohn, Odo) soon became important figures in the Order. In
L239 they were among those opposing the re-election of Elias of Cortona as

general (he had been a close friend of Francis and had strong ties to Clare of
fusisi). Albert of Pisa was elected to replace him, and Albert was succeeded

almost at once (1240) by Haymo of Faversham, formerly a lector in Paris.

No sooner was he elected than he entrusted his Paris confreres, who were

theologians, with the task of writing a commentary on the Rule- The
Exposition of tbe Four Masters of 1242 was the work of Alexander, John, Odo,
and the bachelor Robert of Bascia; its purpose rras to redefine observance of
the Rale from the standpoint of the new leaders. The fact that this
corlmentary was the work of several hands shows the close collaboration
and simil aflqy of views among the masters of the Paris studiunr. of the Friars

Minor from the 1230s to the 1250s. Another indication of this comes from
the Summa of Brother Alexander (Sumrna Halensi). Traditionally considered

Alexander's doctrinal masterpiece, it is actually a collection of his teachings

and those of other masters. It is the work of several compilers, among whom

was certainly his pupil John of la Rochelle and perhaps also William of
Melitona.

ft was precisely in these first decades of the thirteenth century that
the faculty of theology established its program of studies. After the student

had acquired a knowledge of the fundamentals in the preparatory Faculty of
Arts, he was to devote himself first to the Bible, then to the Book of Sentences

of Peter Lombard, and finatly to a real in-depth study of theology. Thus

there were three distinct academic levels, and the preparation of the first
Franciscan masters took place in the context of these three major areas'

With regard to the Bible, various things lead us to believe that in Paris, in
the first half of the centurY, the masters of the rwo major mendicant orders

often worked side by side. The Franciscans owed much to their Dominican

colleague Hugh of Saint-Cher. The commentaries of Nexander of Hales on

the Cospels ar. important not so much for his exegesis (he shares the

traditional lack of interest in the literal sense) as his analytic ability,

expressed in a rigorous technique of dividing the text in order to extract the

seitentia located therein. In John of la Rochelle the techniques of division

and distinction are refined still further. On the other hand, he has the habit,
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widespread in the rwelfth century but essentially abandoned by Alexander, of
introducing certain theological qaaestiones in his commentary. Dealing \Mith
these allows him to move away from the biblical text. Smalley (1985, pp. 189
and 192) has pointed out that no sign of Francis's evangelism is to be found
in the exegetical works of Alexander and Johrr. Where there is some
emphasis on poverty, this must certainly be traced back to the spiritualiry of
the Cistercians or Victorines (the school of the Canons of St. Victor in
Paris, which flourished in the rwelfth century). The basic reason for this lack
of mention, at first surprising, is to be found in the rules for exegesis
followed in the university. These rules required the masters to adhere
closely to tradition. Their commentaries took the form of t postilla or lectura
(terms that since the beginning of the thirteenth century referred to a

biblical commentary written in the form of a continuous gloss placed
between the loci in the text) and were intended to prepare the students
according to the established curriculum.

Alexander's concern to determine precisely which tools he would
use can be seen in the second area mentioned above. Ffe seems to have been
the first to adopt the Book of Sentences as a teaching manual, even before he
became a friar. Beginning in the L240s, anyone who wished to earn the title
of doctor of theology first had to write his own commentary on the Book of
Sentences. Although the Sentences of Peter Lombard could usually be traced
back to the Bible, the Fathers, and early medieval theologians, the very way
in which the work was constructed allowed for the insertion and discussion
of new authors and philosophical questions. fu later developments show,
commentaries on the Book of Sentences would be one of the privileged places
for aspiring theologians to test themselves on questions of physics,
metaphysics, and anthropology raised by the controversial entrance into the
West of Aristotle's libri naturales. In his commentary, Alexander follows
mainly the Bible and Augustine, but he also uses the "new" Aristode, toward
whom he displays an attitude that is far from hostile ffan Steenberghen
L991, pp. 145-6). In fact the first Franciscan theologians, when dealing with
questions of a philosophical nature, show considerable eclecticism. In his
Treatise on tbe Many Diaisions of the Powers of the Soal, Johr of la Rochelle
gives nrelve definitions of the soul, lists five ways of classifiring its faculties
(he is especially interested in the teaching of Avicenna), treats the levels of
perfection it can attain and the elements of the supernatural life (virnres,
gifts, sacraments, beatitudes). The various positions are always juxtaposed:
theological views are placed alongside philosophical knowledge, derived
perhaps from the work of some master in the Faculty of Arts.Jot* shows no
clear preference; he seems convinced that the various definitions express
complementary viewpoints and that the nature of the soul can be
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understood better in a prism that has many facets. A similar attitude is found

in the Suntrna Halensis, while the later Surnrua de anima by the same Johtt
takes a more markedly Augustinian line.

During these same years (around 1245), a young master in the

Faculty of Arts, Roger Bacon-an Englishman who would enter the Order
in the 1250s-was working in Paris, trying for the first time to read the

worl<s of Aristotle and write a more or less complete corrmentary. These

worlrs included those libri naturales whose dissemination had been long

opposed and held in check by prohibitions against reading thgm issued by

tlr; provincial Council of Paris (1210) and repeated in the university
statutes, among the norms for the Faculty of Arts (1215). Compared to
Bacon, the Franciscan theologians must have had a limited knowledge of
Aristotle. But in the university setting, growing interest in the new scientific

Greek-Arab doctrines posed an unavoidable problem from the standpoint of
their profession itself. They had to determine the nature and position of
theolory with respect to the Aristotelian model of science described in the

Posterior Analytics.

The question is raised directly in the first chapter of the Sumrna of
Brotber Alexander,which asks whether theology is a science. In his treatment

of the question we see a concern to fit the traditional notion, according to

which theology is closely linked to Scripture, into a new epistemological

framework. Theology is the science of God's work in history. Going beyond

individual events, iiis able to explain the great patterns in salvation history'

It includes all the individual sciences with their particular objects, and it
speala to the human powers of intellect and will. Viewed thus, salvation

history takes on a metaphysical quality (Go{lmann 196+, pP' 15-36;

Marcolino lg7\, pp. 20-i0), and theology assumes an anthropological

orientation (Gti6m ann 1964, pp. 401 -5).

In the history of salvation, which hinges on the coming of Jesus

Christ, Alexander of Hales pays special attention to the Old Testament

dispensation and the notion of law contained in it. His viewpoint has

i*iortrnt moral implications. Throughout the early Middle .A.q"t until and

it.loding the rwelftir centurlz, the dominant moral system in theology and

pastoral practice had been that of the seven capital sins. It did not originate

in Scripture but was derived from monasticism and became widespread with
Cassian and Gregory the Great. Between the rwelfth and thirteenth century

it was often pltced, somewhat like a mirror, next to that of the seven

cardinal and theological virnres. As has been recendy pointed out
(Casagrande and Vecchio lgg+), it was the Franciscan masters in Paris who

began the slow work of replacing this sevenfold scheme with the Ten
Commandments. Almost completely ignored following Augustine's
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reflections, the Decalogue began to be re-evaluated in the first half of the
thirteenth century (only in the fourteenth would it be fully accepted
theologically and pastorally). In his Ten Coruntandnrcnts, the first of a long
series of treatises with the same tide by Franciscan authors, Johr of la
Rochelle, aware of the difficulty of connecting the two systems perfectly,
insisted on the importance of the Decalogue. By distinguishing clearly
between good and evil, it actually includes all possible precepts and
prohibitions. This same approach is found in some questions of John that
found their way into the Samrna of Brother Alexander. In the Samnta, moral
questions are organized around the two great themes of sin and law. Various
definitions of sin are offered, depending on whether its matter, form, or
cause are being considered. Eight classifications are presented in all, the
fourth of which is the traditional group of seven, which thus loses its
customary role as organizing principle of the entire material. On the other
hand, a reflection on law as the basic presupposition for all discussion of sin
is developed in detail. The Suncrua insists on the distinction between the
different kinds of law (eternal, Mosaic, evangelical) and the relationships
among them; it establishes the proper role of the Decalogue as the
fundamental and unsurpassed norm for the Christian moral life.

3. The construction of Franciscirn identity eschatology and
poverty

fu it gradually established itself in the vital centers of the Church
and society, Franciscanism was sustained by the conviction that it
represented a profoundly new experience, whose features stood out when
seen against a background of prophetic ideas and eschatological hopes. Such
interests were completely foreign to Francis's personal life and writings,
which in no way led in that direction. But when the Friars Minor became

acquainted with the writings of Joachim of Fiore, their interest was

immediate.

According to Salimbene, a certain abbot of the Order of Fiore gave

Joachim's works to the Franciscans in Pisa to safeguard them from the
feared invasion of Frederick II, in the spring of 1247 (Lerner 1995, p. l47).
Rudolph of Saxony, lector at the house in Pisa and a "great logician,
theologian, and debater," immediately became a "great Joachimite." Before
this happy encounter t-here had probably been contacts with Joachimite and

Cistercian groups in southern Italy. In any case, the assimilation of
Joachim's legacy took place in different groups in the Order; there are still
some gray $eas in this regard. A Comrnentary on Jererniah was already
circulating in the 1240s but was later interpolated several times and
reworked by Franciscans (Moynihan 1986; Wessley 1990, pp. 101-35). The
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work criticizes the Church of the clergy, which had become worldly and

corrupt, and announces the establishment of a new ecclesiastical order. The
two great mendicant orders (identified with the two new spiritual orders

foretold by Joachim) are presented as the protagonists of the final events,

the struggle with the powers of the Antichrist (Frederick II), and the future
triumph of a poor and contemplative Church purified of all corruption.

It has often been said that the Franciscans could not resist the

temptation to see themselves in Joachim's prophetic message. But this is to
risk underestimating the meaning and importance of the connection.

Joachim's legacy-or better, its appropriation-strengthened their
conviction that they belonged to an institution destined to play a decisive

role in history. On the other hand, it was an answer to well-defined goals of
political controversy and religious self-celebration. The propaganda

campaign against Frederick II was being conducted also with the support of
vague prophecies such as the Sibylk erithrea. The latter, already widespread

in the tvrelfth centurfr was profoundly reworked and updated among

Franciscans in the 1240s. The news of the emperor's sudden death in 1250

was received by various groups with disbelief: "The anti-Christian
persecutor of the Church...disappeared from the scene without having fully
carried out what had been expected" (fcipfer 1992, p. 191). For this reason

the Franciscans encouraged fears that he was not really dead, or else, as an

anti-Ghibelline tactic, they cultivated the myth of a third Frederick, or at

least a Swabian successor who was destined to finish his evil deeds (Liber de

oneribus prnph etarunr, Super Esaiam).

Besides these docrinal works, clearly intended and used as

propaganda, various things reveal the presence of an apocalyptic awareness

in the-major study centers and among the leaders of the Order. At first, not
all masters at the Franciscan studiunr, in Oxford were members of the Order,

starting with Robert Grosseteste (1229/30-1235) who commented on the

Bible and Aristotle, translated Aristotle and Pseudo-Dionysius, and

developed a theological, scientific, and gnosiological doctrine of light as

princifle of the cosmos. The first Franciscan to teach at Oxford was Adam

M"tth (12+7/48-1250). Roger Bacon remembers him as particularly versed

in the natural sciences and languages, rwo fields intensely cultivated in the

Oxford studiurn starting with Grosseteste. Adam's theological works do not

seem to have been preierved, but his letters document his conviction of the

urgent need to equip Christendom to resist the final assault of the armies of
the Antichrist, which were already pressing against its Eastern borders.

Among his correspondents was the Joachimite Hugh of Digne, who worked

out a theory of poverty as a constitutive and essential element of the Order.

fusociated with this group was John of Parma, another "great Joachimite"
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according to Salimbene (Cbronicle, p. a2$. John was lector in the stadia at
Paris, Bologna, and Naples prior to his election as general minister of the
Order in L247.

fu for the penetration of Joachimism into the Paris studium, the
decisive episode dates from 125+, when the theology srudent Gerard of
Borgo San Donnino circulated his Introduction to the Eterual Gospel. The text
is an introduction to the three principal works of Joachim, apparently lost.
Gerard said that, just as the Old Testament writings depicted the state of the
Father and those of the New the state of the Son, so the three writings of
the abbot of Fiore were the eternal Gospel of the state of the Spirit, the
proclamation of which had been specifically entrusted to the Franciscan
Order (Icipfer 1992, pp. 1a9fl.

Tensions between the Paris theologians who were members of the
secular clergy and the mendicant orders had already surfaced some years
before. Thanks to their centralized orgaruzation and the privileges granted
them by the pope, the preaching of the mendicants gave them a freedom of
movement that was notably prejudicial to the pastoral activity of the
diocesan clergy. Thus there were particular reasons for tension in the
university world. In the course of rwo decades the mendicant masters had
arrogantly established themselves in the theological faculty at Paris,
attracted a growing student body, and forced an overhaul of subject matrer
and content. By so doing they had greatly reduced the space of their
competitors and tarnished their image. That is why the appearance of
Gerard's work caused a bitter reaction on the part of the secular masters,
especially William of St. Amour. In his De periculis noaissirnnrarn ternporu,rn
(1254), William accuses his adversaries of being the true precursors of the
Antichrist because of their unrestrained eschatology. In rwo later works (De
quantitate eleernosynae and De aalido mendicante, 1255/56), he questions the
value of voluntary poverqr and begging for the perfection of the Christian
life. The controversy that followed remained very much alive until the
beginning of the fourteenth century (Congar 1961, with t list and
chronology of the writings). The mendicant orders fought this batde in
complete agreement. It took place during the period immediately following
the controversy caused by the joint circular letter of 1255 in which John of
Parma and Humbert of Romans, master general of the Dominicans, warned
their respective Orders against their adversaries, declaring that there was no
substitute for their own eschatological prerogatives. About the same time
Gerard of Borgo San Donnino and his Joachimite fundamentalism was
condemned by a commission of cardinals expressly set up by the pope in
Anagni. This led to the abandonment of apocalypti. language and the
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resignation of John of Parma in 1257. De periculis was condemned in 1256,
and William of St. Amour was dismissed from Paris and isolated.

From then or, with eschatology left behind, the controversy
focused on the meaning of voluntary poverty and the pursuit of evangelical
perfection. In it the mendicants gave shape to new views of the Church and

created a new social and economic vocabulary.

4. Lnevv generation of masters in the conflict with the seculars:
Thomas of York and Bonaventrre of Bagnoregio

The conflict with the seculars was carried on by a new corps of
mendicant theologians. The first of these were the young Dominican
Thomas Aquinas and the Franciscans Thomas of York and Bonaventure of
Bagnoregio, regent masters of the chairs of theolory at the Order's two
principal studia.

Thomas of York was master at Oxford from 1253 to 1256 (later he
took William of Melitona's place at Cambridge). His teachings 

^recontained in the Sapientale, a theological-metaphysical treatise in seven

books. Thomas is familiar with an unusually large number of sources. His
reception of Aristotle is filtered through translators (Gundisalvi) and

interpreters, both Jewish (Avicebron, Maimonides) and Christian (William
of Auvergne), which gives his synthesis a Neoplatonic flavor. Matter and
form, considered synonymous with potency and act, are the fundamental
and constitutive elements of every being. Matter is in potency with respect

to all forms and as such is completely lacking in actuality; form is that which
gives individuality and unity to the composite. Creation of the world by God
presupposes that nature is a reservoir of active potentialities (colleaio

pntentiararn actiaarurn), in other words-according to Neoplatonic and

Augustinian teaching-of rationes serninales capable of coming into being if
the conditions produced by an efEcient cause so permit. On the other hand,

it presupposes that in the act of creation God models sensible and

intelligible realities after his own ideas, in other words, on the exemplars
eternally present in him. Everything created has its model in God who
knows and preserves every singularity.

Thomas's best known work, however, is the Manas qaae crntra

Omnipotentem tenditar (1256), the first action by a Franciscan against

William of St. Amour (Bonaventure's Qaae*iones de perfeaione eaangelica ate

more or less contemporaneous). Voluntary poverty, understood as the
highest form of renunciation of the goods of this world, is presented as the
most perfect state of life for Christians. Thomas tackles objections raised by
William, destined to be repeated many times in the decades to come. These
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include the possession of purses (loru,Q by Christ and the apostles (for the
seculars this was a contradiction to the mendicant theory of absolute
poverq/) and the relationship berween begging and manual labor. However
the basic question remained that of public preaching. fu Congar (1961, p.
99) points out: "The friars could justify their ministry only through a
mission and jurisdiction received from the pope and a theology of his
universal and immediate authority that outranked all local structures."
Viewing the matter this way, Thomas develops a theology of the auaoritas
plena of the pope: he can create new canons, interpret the old ones, do
anything that is not contrary to natural law, Scripture, or the divine order.
Elements of an ecclesiology that lays maximum strress on the prerogatives of
the Holy See are already found in earlier Franciscan masters. From John of
la Rochelle to Adam Marsh, they do not hesitate to attribute to the pope
complete authority over the "two swords" (Smalley 1985, p. 188; Congar
1961, p. 134 and n. 323).Implicitly referring to Pseudo-Dionysius, Adam
had appealed to the pope as the one who presides over rhe hierarchies of the
orders that form the Church. Thomas of York suggests that the pope is the
source of every hierarchy and thus of all power in the Church, including that
of the bishops. Replying to William of St. Amour, Thomas uses papal
authority as the basis of his claim that the ministry of the mendicants is
legitimately independent of the power of the diocesan ordinary. He also
offers an essential contribution to the construction of a "monarchical-
hierarchical ecclesiology inspired by Pseudo-Dionysius" (ibid., p. 73), which
favors the interests of the Holy See.

Although there are still some chronological uncertainties about the
career of Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, it is certain that it unfolded entirely in
Paris, where he held the chair of theolory at the Franciscan studiam from
1253 or 125+ until 1257. Following the curriculum of the theology students,
Bonaventure devoted himself first to the study of the Bible and the Book of
Sentences. His most famous scripture commentary is the Postilla on Ecclesiastes,
noted for its emphasis on the literal sense. The latter is brought out by the
use of many biblical passages and the addition of eighty-three questions in
which particular doctrinal or textual difficulties are resolved. Largely
inspired by the Postilla of Hugh of St. Cher, Bonavenrure's work met with
extraordinary success berween the end of the thirteenth century and the
beginning of the fourteenth, proof of the growing importance of the
historical-literal interpretation of the text at the expense of spiritual and
mystical exegesis (Smalley 1950 and 1950-51).

The features of Bonaventure's theology are outlined in his
Contmentary on the Sentences.In our time the work has been studied mostly in
order to draw out its philosophical elements, primarily to determine the
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attitude of the young Bonaventure toward Aristotelianism. The lengthy
debate between Gilson and Van Steenberghen, referred to earlier, is
fundamental in this regard. Bonaventure is interested in Aristode and
accepts certain of his doctrines, such as his concept of time and his theory of
knowledge. He combines Aristotle's notion of abstraction, which he regards
as valid for knowledge of sense objects, with the notion of illumination,
which is the only way to grasp intelligible realities and the divine. In other
areas he chooses various views, from the doctrine of divine exemplarism to
that of universal hylomorphism. According to the latter, all beings including
the angels are composed of matter and form; thus each angel is an
individual, different from all others by reason of the "spiritual matter" that
identifies it. Aristotle, on the other hand, had maintained the simplicity of
the separated substances, and Thomas Aquinas shares this opinion.
Bonaventure differs clearly from Aristotle regarding the eternity of the
world, an idea he considers philosophically untenable and impossible to
harmonize with the Christian view of the creation of the world in time.

On the other hand, the Cornmentary on the Sentences is a work whose
nature and content are primarily theological. Following the development of
Lombard's text, it begins with the theology of the Trinity and ends with the
doctrine of the sacraments. As shown by the qaaestiones dispatataq (writings
derived from discussions berween master and students) On tbe Mystery of the

Trinity and On tbe l{nmtledge of Cbrist, which date from tlre same period,
Bonaventure sees the Trinity as the efficient and final cause of creation. In
the act of creation the three Persons operate as a single efficient and final
principle, while their exemplary relationship to creation differs. Creation is
specifically referred to the Son; as the eternal expression of the Father, the
Word sums up in his own unity every possible created being and stamps

creation with his image, the sign of its Trinitarian structure. Unlike
Augustine, who insists on the relationship of all three Persons to creation,
Bonaventure proposes a theology of the Word (Gerken 1963), which
accounts for his Christocentric view of history. The historical encounter
berween God and sinful humanity is graced. Developing ideas already
discernible in his predecessors in the Paris studiuru, Bonaventure exalts the
role of human freedom in response to God's initiative. His entire view of the
sacraments, set forth in the fourth part of lis Commenatry on the Sentences,

implies this anthropology with its stress on the will (doctrine of penance)
and the intention required of the person who receives the sacrament. This
last aspect is seen clearly in his doctrine of the Eucharist. Discussion of the
nature of the reception of the consecrated host was particularly lively among
contemporary theologians. Borrowing and developing ideas of Alexander of
Hales and William of Melitona, Bonaventure says that in order to truly
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receive the body of Christ one must be capable of understanding the
sacrament and have the desire to receive it as such. The body of Christ is
present in the host only as long as the accidents of bread remain, and only in
the body of a person who is capable of grasping what it means to be united
to Christ. If the consecrated host is consumed by an unbeliever or an animal,
we cannot properly speak of sacramental reception. Following the lead of his
masters, Bonaventure does not accept the realistic approach (shared by
Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas among others) according to which
transubstantiation is irreversible and the body of Christ continues to exist in
the same manner in a human being as in a mouse who ate the host (Rubin
l99t). The Franciscan view attributes an essential role to the disposition of
the subject, to the person's ability to understand the consecrated bread as a

sacrament.

The Breviloquiurn, a good-sized theological compendium of
questions already treated in the Conr:menta?, dates to 1257. It consists of
seven parts: the Trinity, creation of the world, sin, the Incarnation, grace of
the Holy Spirit, the sacraments, and final judgment. The Prologue is a short
treatise on biblical hermeneutics, perhaps originally conceived for a different
circumstance. That same year Bonaventure was elected general minister.
From then on his literary production vras directed more toward the needs of
the Order. Yet he did not give up his contacts with the university, where as a

former master he still had the right to read, dispute, and preach. In fact
many serrnons and the great series of lectures he gave after this date are
addressed to the university world, from which he never separated himself
entirely. Among other tlings, this helps to explain why in the next decade
no leading figure emerges among his immediate successors in the chair of
theology at the Paris mtdiurn. These include Gilbert of Tournai, 1257-60;
Eustace of Arras, 1263-66 or perhaps 1268-69; William of Baglione, 1266-
67;Waher of Bruges, 1267-69 or perhaps 1267-68 (for the differences in
dates Glorieux 1%14+,vol. II; Brady lg68-6g,pp. 678tr).

Bonaventure's election to replace the resigned John of Parma took
place at a difficult moment in the life of the Order. Even granting, as

Salimbene says, that the ransition was smooth (and did not involve a

traumatic break, as Angelo Clareno would later maintain), it must have been
immediately clear to Bonaventure that the preceding years had created a

maze of questions that urgendy needed to be dealt with and answered. His
concern for government can be direcdy seen in his drawing up new general
Constitutions (1260) and compiling rwo lives of Francis (Major Legend and
Minor Legend). The latter were intended to replace the many biographies
and memoirs in circulation, which offered very different images of the saint
and his original intention. In fact most of Bonaventure's doctrinal writings
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after 1257 were done with a view to srengtherirg the doctrinal and
institutional identity of the Franciscan Order.

His most famous theological work, Tlte Soal's Journey into God
(1259), must be seen in this light. It is no accident that Bonaventure presents
it as the fruit of time spent in meditation on La Verna, exactly thirty-three
years after Francis had received the stigmata there. The basic idea is to
convey the meaning of Francis's mystical experience in such 

^ 
wly as to

show readers the path to a possible interior ascent to God. There are six
stages. In the first two the soul discovers the vestiges of God in external
things; in the next two it recognizes the image of God within itselfi finally it
sees his light, rising to contemplation of God as being and the Trinity as

love. Beyond this stage lies the possibility of mystical encounter, the
transformation of the soul in the divine darkness. Just as in the case of the
stigmatized Francis, this can take place only through the cross and by the
grace of God. A Franciscan slmthesis of mystical theology inspired by
Pseudo-Dionysius and Richard of St. Victor, the hinerariurn owes its
enorrnous success not only to its profound content, but even more to its
simple language and clear divisions. This didactic concern marls all of
Bonaventure's literary works and is fully seen in his many mystical and
devotional opuscula, constructed according to strict mnemonic techniques.

In response to renewed accusations by the secular masters,
especially Gerard of Abbeville, the general minister composed a Defense of
the Mendicants in 1269. He presents the poverty of Christ and the apostles as

the renunciation of dominion over material goods (dominion in the sense of
ownership and the rights deriving from it). He defends this concept against
the biblical objection that Christ and the aposdes possessed hculi or purses

for the keeping of money (cf. Jn 12z6) and against the legal objection that
dominion is inseparable from use in the case of goods that can be consumed
in a single act. Although he does not exclude other models of Christian
perfection, Bonaventure says that the principal way for one who wishes to
follow the poverty of the Gospel is that of voluntary poverty, understood as

the renunciation of individual and common possession of riches. Thus the
perfection of the Franciscan choice is reiterated. The distinction between
dominion and use is an important docuinal defense against those inside and
outside the Order who lrere questioning real poverty. For Bonaventure, the
Friars Minor are called by the Gospel to renounce only dominion over
goods (whose ownership had for some time been assurned by the Holy See),

while they vow to use what they have only according to strict necessity. In
decades to come, other Franciscan authors would make increasingly finer
distinctions on this basis in order to determine the nature and limits of the
friars' relationship to riches. Besides the developments linked to the
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vocabulary of Franciscan poverty, Bonaventure's emphasis on the use as

opposed to the permanent ownership of goods marked the beginning of a

more general reflection on the nature and limits of property rights, on the
social usefulness of goods, on money (the good par excellence) and its
circulation, and on the limits within which commercial activities are morally
permissible. Going beyond the first reflections of Alexander of Hales, he laid
the foundations for the transmission and transformation of the "economic
ethic of St. Francis" (,angholm 1992, pp. 142-3).

5. The anti-Aristotelian controversy and the consolidation of the
Franciscan School

Dating probably from some time berween 1257 and 1259 Ort
Steenberghen 1991, p. 186 and n. 16) is Bonaventure's very short work,
perhaps conceived as a sermon a few years before and known as On the
Reduction of the Arts to Theolog.In it Bonavenrure maintains that all forms of
human knowledge (mechanical arts, sense knowledge, and philosophical
knowledge with its three major areas of rational, natural, and moral
philosophy) must be retraced to theology and its foundation in Scriprure.
This "reduction" of all knowledge to revealed truth should be understood in
the context of the changes that took place in the Paris Faculty of Arts
beginning in the 1250s: the artistae had become philosophers. It is no
coincidence that in a university document of 1254 their area of expertise is
specifically called "rational, natural, and moral philosophy" (Chartalarium
1899, p. 252). By then the primary interest in the Arts curriculum had
become the direct and systematic study of the works of Aristotle. The main
objective was to understand the teaching of tbe philosopher par excellence,
regardless of whether it could be immediately reconciled with Christian
truth. Bonaventure's plan to bring the branches of knowledge back within
the harmonious framework of Christian wisdom based on Revelation was a

clear warning to the masters of Arts. Now that they had become aware of
the value of philosophical research, they were hardly inclined to assign to it
(and to themselves) an auxiliary role. They recoiled from "^ny prejudicial
assumption of the unity of knowledge" (Bianchi and Randi 1990, p.+4).

Bonaventure's opposition to interpretations of Aristotle regardless
of whether they could be reconciled with Christian wisdom is shown much
more explicitly in his last series of lectures Qollationes): On the Ten
Comrnandru.ents (1267), On the Seaen Gifts of the Holy Spirit (1268), and On the
Six Days of Creation (1273). The last work is unfinished; Bonaventure died
the next ye r. He denounces the errors of Aristode and Averroes: their
assertion that the world is eternal, their rejection of divine exemplarism,
their doctrine of a single intellect for all human beings, their moral
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determinism based on cosmological premises. But his denunciation is not
based on a new study of those doctrines subsequent to his Conarnentary on the
Sentences. Rather it springs from a rwofold concern: the spread of radical
interpretations of Aristode by the masters of Arts and the refusal of some
theologians to take a clear position against them. On the question of the
eternity of the world, Thomas Aquinas in particular had for a while adopted
a position that seemed in some ways closer to that of Siger of Brabant than
that of Bonaventure. Although he acknowledged that the teaching of
Aristotle was unacceptable from the viewpoint of Christian revelation, he
held that the beginning of the world in time could not be proven on srrictly
philosophical grounds (in this view eternity and necessity are not the same;
it is possible to imagine an eternal creation).

It has been suggested with good reason that it was Bonaventure's
confrere William of Baglione who urged him to inrervene. At the time
William was engaged in a controversy with Thomas precisely on this point.
This shows the size of the targets the general minister may have had in
mind, and it explains the high pitch his prose somerimes reaches. In the sixth
of his lectures On tbe Six Days he sees the advent of Aristotelianism as the
opening of the abyss mentioned in the Apocalypse (9:1), one of the signs
traditionally regarded as announcing the end. These are not mere literary
clich6s. By suggesting that the world has neither a beginning nor an end in
time, the eternalist thesis was seen as a dangerous form of secularization,
contrary to the biblical view that this world began in time and is destined to
end in time. Rereading the biblical account of the six days of crearion,
Bonaventure interprets their succession as the cognitive journey that takes
humans from light to light as they rise progressively toward the divine light.
At the same time he again offers a Christian vision of time and history
strongly marked by eschatology and not without Joachimite overtones,
adopted within a solidly Christocentric framework.

Bonaventure's attacks did not fall on deaf ears. In 1270 the bishop
of Paris, Stephen Tempier, condemned thirteen propositions that were
almost exactly the same as those denounced by Bonaventure in his lectures
of 1267 and 1268 .In 1277 the bishop condemned another 219 philosophical
and theological propositions, mostly Aristotelian. The measures hit first the
masters of Arts Siger of Brabant and Boethius of Dacia, but in certain
respects they also affected Thomas Aquinas himself, who was involved
because of his hesitation regarding the eternalist theses and especially for his
anthropology. The church measures \Mere issued at the end of an intense
campaign of preparation, to which not only Bonaventure, but all the
Franciscan masters who succeeded him in the Paris studium during those
years contributed in various ways: John Peckham (master in Paris from L26g
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or 1270 to l27l; regent master at Oxford from l27l to 1275, then lector at
the papal Curia), William of FalguiEres (1271-72; later lector at the Curia),
William de la Mare (1274-75; later at Oxford), Matthew of Aquasparta (in
Paris from 1275 to L276 or 1277; then lector at the Curia and general
minister in 1287), Bartholomew of Bologna (1276-77).

So far we have identified profound reasons for continuity among
the Franciscans, at least within the respective studia. But it was only in this
phase of bitter struggle on several fronts that an actual "school" took
pernanent shape. It was characterizedby adherence to a well-defined set of
points (most of which came from the Bonaventurian legacy), confident in its
retrieval of Augustinianism as an alternative system of philosophical
doctrines, and opposed to Thomas Aquinas. In this it found profound
reasons for solidarity. One writing that srrmbolized the work of this group of
masters was the Correctoriurn 0f Brotber Thomas written by William de la
Mare betureen 1277 md 1279, a reasoned collection of 117 errors of the
Dominican. The batde of these theologians became the battle of the Order
itself, both anti-Aristotelian and anti-Thomist. The general Chapter of
fusisi of 1279 expressly forbade the brothers from holding theories
condemned by the bishop of Paris. The Chapter of Srasbourg of 1282 made
it obligatory for those who intended to study the text of Thomas's Suntrna
Tlteologica (which was strongly discouraged) to read the Correctorium. The
Paris general Constitutions of 1292 repeated the prohibition to disseminate
or support theses condemned in 1277. The Dominicans responded to the
anti-Thomist campaign with a series of correctoria to the text of William de
la Mare (polemically called Correaoria of the Corru,ptor), then with the
adoption of Thomism as the official teaching of the Order.

Along with the erection of this neo-Augustinian complex was an
effort to demonstrate a posteriori that it coincided with the doctrines the
Franciscans had consciously adopted from the beginning. Once again, the
construction of doctrine and the consolidation of the Order's identiry (in
this case its "school") appear as two things closely joined. Proof of this is the
famous letter sent by Jo[* Peckham to the bishop of Lincoln in June 1285.

John had been archbishop of Canterbury since 1279 and was resolutely
opposed to the doctrine of Thomas, as shown by the condemnations he
issued in 1284 and L286. Replying to the accusations of a Dominican
adversary, he places himself in the doctrinal train of "the sons of blessed
Francis, namely Brother Alexander [of Hales] of happy memory and Brother
Bonaventure and others like them," which he says is marked by the teaching
of Augustine on divine exemplarism, on illumination in metaphysics and
gnosiology, on the plurality of forms in the human composite, and on the
rationes seruinales (ed. Martin 1885,III, p. 901).
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In fact not all these points were defended with the same conviction
by the Franciscan masters in the last decades of the thirteenth century. But
one firm point remained: opposition to the eternity of the world and the
very idea of eternal creation. Another point on which there was substantial

agreement was the docuine of the primacy of the will over the intellect
("voluntarism"). This meant that the idea of the philosophers that human
happiness consists in pure speculation was rendered baseless. But while
Roger Marston (master at Oxford after t275), opposing the Aristotelian-
Thomistic doctrine of abstraction, still adhered fully to the doctrine of
illumination (making the divine light coincide with the agent intellect, the
giver of forms, an idea derived from Avicenna), his Paris colleague Richard
of Middleton, master from 128+ to 1287, seems less convinced on this point.
His criticisms of Thomas focus on anthropology, another area in which the
Franciscan opinions are quite homogeneous, at least until the end of the
century. They regard the Thomistic doctrine of a single substantial form in
the human composite as too materialistic since it makes the soul the
governor of all functions of the human composite, including the most base.

In its stead they postulate a plurality of hierarchized forms in the human
composite.

Direct evidence indicates that for a decade or more after the
condemnations of 1277 the affnosphere in Paris, Oxford, and elsewhere

must have been stifling @ianchi 1984). fu far as doctrine was concerned, the

condemnations had several immediate effects. They limited the
indiscriminate assimilation of the doctrines of Aristotle, halted the

development of suspect disciplines such as astrology and magic, and led to a

revival of ideas from the theological and philosophical tradition that were by

now obsolete. By actively undertaking to translate the prohibitions of Bishop

Tempier into propositions, the Franciscan School came to assume quite an

important role in the scholastic and ecclesiastical machinery. All of this

required that the intellectuals of the Order adopt a common sensibility,

language, and style of research, even before adopting a body of doctrine

ro.h ,r th"t just outlined. In the first half of the centutYt a ceftain plurality
of interests and intellectual tendencies seems not to have caused concern in
the Order. A few decades later, however, the picture had changed notably.

We see this in the measures taken with regard to Roger Bacon and Peter

Jot- Olivi. Although these two were very different from one another, they

were similar from the standpoint of the misunderstandings and

condemnations to which they were subjected by the Order during that
period.
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6. Roger Bacon: a marginal member of the ,,school,

fu mentioned, Bacon became known in paris around L245-6 as a
master of Arts who had devoted himself to a systematic srudy of Aristotle.
After returning to Oxford, he enrered the Franciscan Order inihe 1250s and
worked 9ut a huge plan for scientific and philosophic research, which he was
never able to carry out. Back in Paris once again, he contacted pope
Clement fV and sketched for him the main ideas of his project in three
works that contained what he had done thus far (Opas *iloi, from 1267;
Opas rninus and Opus tertianr, from the followirrg y.rrf. Bacon believes that a
complete renewal of knowledge in the context of tfr. long-awaited reform of
Church and Christendom cannot be put off. His basic Jorr."rn is expressly
apologetic. He wants to reorganize Christian wisdom in elementary terms
on the basis of revelation, in view of the imminent attacks of the Antichrist
1o thom he opposes the figure of an ,,angelic pope,, derived from the
Joachimites.

The overall picture is utterly traditional and responds to concerns
not unlike those of Bonaventure. Yet the divisions of Bacon,s plan are very
different since he wants to enlist the new disciplines cultivated by his
masters Robert Grosseteste, Adam Marsh, and petir the pilgrim (a scholar
otherwise known for his research on terrestrial magrietism). These
disciplines are first of all grammar and the study of languag"r. (I" ih. IZOO,
Bacon wrote a Greek grafirmar and a Hebrew g.r**rr. In order that
Scripture might again become rhe essential refeience point for all the
sciences, it was essential to know it in the original languages and thus emend
the text of the Vulgate). The next discipline is logicfto *hi.h he devotes a
special section of the Opas ruaius dealing with signs in general, terms, and
ways of signi{zing (De signis, ed. Fredborg, Nielsen, and pinborg 197g). This
is followed by marhematics (to which are linked geography a;d astrology),
optics, "experimental science," and, finally, moral philosophy.

lhe pope urged Bacon to send him his work as soon as possible and
dispensed him from the obligation, just imposed by th" general
Constitutions of 1260, to submit his work to the superiors of the Order for
qd"I approval. It is hard to believe that the dispensation was due simply to
the fact that the pope was in a hurry. Rather h. -ort have been toli ihrt
there might be obstacles if the work was submitted for approval and decided
to nip the problem in the bud. In any case, difficultier -rrrt have increased

1t:r Tempier issued his prohibitions and in the years immediately
following. There has been much discussion as to whetherthe Chronicle of tie
Tweltty-Four Generals (L370) is reliable when it says that in lZTg the general
of the Order, Jerome of fucoli, censured and condemned Bacon,s dlctrine
for "certain suspicious novelties" and had Bacon imprisoned (Analecta
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Franciscana,III, p. 360). It is certain that all his production stopped during
the 1280s. After finally returning to Oxford, in the last year of his life he
wrote the Compendiuru of tbe Study of Theolog (1292). At the beginning he
mentions that several times he had been asked to write but was forced to put
it off for a long time because he was "prevented in many ways, as many
people know" (ed. Maloney 1988, p. 34).The work repeats his denunciation
of the general causes of human errors and the doctrine of signs already set
forth in the Opas ruaius.

Different theories have been proposed to explain the difficulties
that Bacon indeed met within the Order. They have stressed the uneasiness
caused by his adoption of a Joachimite vocabulary or the very different
nature of "experimental science," in which knowledge was regarded as an
open and ongoing process, unlike the deductive approach common in all
theology of the time. It has also been suggested-but on this point more
recent historians do not agree-that some of the logical and astrological
propositions condemned in 1277 were his (ibid., p. 7, n. 32). Without
excluding any of these explanations entirely, it seems to me that we must
also consider his bitter attacks on his contemporaries (Compendiarn of the
Stady of Phihsopby, 1272), especially the great founders of the schools of
Paris and Oxford, whom he treats with the bitter self-sufficiency of an
outsider (apparendy, after becoming a master of Arts as a youth, as a Friar
Minor he was no longer given an academic position). While he aims his
most irreverent expressions at the Dominican Albert the Great, Bacon does
not hesitate to make fun of Franciscan masters. Among them are Alexander
of Hales, who was "incompetent in natural philosophy and metaphysics" and
whose Sumrua is going to "rot on the shelves without being touched or
consulted by anyone" (Opus tertias, ed. Brewer 1859, pp.326-7), and Richard
Rufus of Cornwall (who in 1256 succeeded Richard of York in the chair of
Oxford), "best known among the mass of the stupid" (Cornpendium of the
Stody of Tbeolog, ed. Maloney 1988, p. 86). Clearly, the formation of a

consolidated Franciscan school made such judgments by an intellectual of
the Order unacceptable.

With regard to content, it should be pointed out that during the
same years and in the same city where Bonaventure was railing against
radical fuistotelianism, Bacon presents Aristode, in the last and concluding
section of the Opus maias, as "the most excellent among all the philosophers"
(Moral Philosophy, ed. Massa 1953, p. 28). His youthfd Otber Qaestions on the

Books of the Natural Philosophers show that he was already convinced that
Aristode could not have held such an unorthodox doctrine as the eternity of
the world (attributed to him by Averoes). Now, in his Opus maius, Roger
does not hesitate to say that the Greek philosopher-and Avicenna in his
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wake-foresaw the Christian doctrine of the Trinity Qbid., p. 11). In fact
Aristotle and Avicenna, along *ith Seneca and Cicero, are the names most
frequently mentioned in his moral doctrine. fu much as Bacon deeply
revered Aristode, he also lamented the fact that he had so litde direct
knowledge of his texts in the area of theolory, and until the end he
complained that the number of people truly comperent enough to judge
their content could be counted on the fingers of one hand (Cornpendiurn of
the Study of Theolog, ed. Maloney 1988, p. +6).With his repeated call to
restudy the works of Aristode direct and unfiltered, Bacon stubbornly
indicated the way that his own Order had helped to block in the 1260s. For
the Franciscans it would not be fully reopened until Duns Scotus, who
would vigorously express the need to leave neo-Augustinianism behind and
confront again the logic and epistemology of Aristotle, with a view to a

profound rethinking of theology and metaphysics.

7. PeterJohrr Oli\il and his much-disputed search for new doctrinal
conclusions.

We have mentioned how in the latter half of the 1260s Bonavenrure
and Bacon, who was a litde older than the general minister, must have met
in Paris. Present there during these same years was another student from the
next generation, PeterJohn Olivi, who completed his formation in Paris and
had the opporftnity to listen to Bonaventure in person. After returning as a
lector to southern France, his birthplace, Olivi devoted himself to the study
of the Bible, theology, and philosophy. Most of his works date from the
1270s and 1280s; despite their number and qualiry, he never received the
title of master. Some historians, appealing to a letter of 1281 (or 1282)
where he says that he abhors "Parisian ambitions" and feels called to more
evangelical paths, have explained his failure to receive academic approval as

the result of a personal choice motivated by humility. But everyrhing leads
us to think that this was due primarily to opposition encountered in the
Order and condemnations received.

The first difficulties go back to around 1275 whenJerome of Ascoli,
Bonaventure's successor as general minister, ordered the destruction of
certain Quaestiones in which Olivi had criticized the doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception. Such criticism was causing a reaction in the Order,
which was busily engaged in constructing what would become, with Scotus,
the centerpiece of Franciscan Mariology, fraught with implications for
Christology and ecclesiology and capable of affecting pastoral and
devotional practice. Olivi's criticism was based on his presupposition of the
fundamental role of free will. The special character of the Blessed Virgin
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was shown, not in the act of her conception, but at the moment of the
Annunciation when she freely consented to the divine invitation.

The central role attributed to free will and the subject's intention is
a corrmon feature of the Franciscans (recall the sacramental theology of
Bonaventure) and characteristic of the Franciscan School. Yet I find it hard
to deny that Olivi attributes exceptional importance to the notions of
consent and relation, as shown by the many areas in which he would see

them as operative, and by the radical nature of his conclusions. In the
question Qaid ponat ius? he asks whether the king's pov/er, the right of
ownership, language, and the sacraments are realities with an existence of
their own. His response is negative. In each case, the constitutive element is
the free consent in virnre of which the particular relationship is set up.
Power-like a sacrament-does not presuppose a once-and-for-all subject or
custodian, nor does its exercise derive from specific conditions (babitudines).
It is a pure relationship that lives and dies within an area defined by
voluntary consent, free choice, decision (Boureau 1995).

Olivi's view of the Christian life is contained essentially in his

Qaestions on tbe Perfeaion of tbe Gospel and in his biblical commentaries.
There are seventeen Qaestions 0n the Perfeaion of the Gospel, the first ten or
eleven of which vrere written as part of a single project before 1279.In the
variety of topics covered, his reflection hinges on questions about the nature
and bonds of religious vows, since these are the forms in which free
adherence to a specific way of life is manifested and consolidated. The fifth
question deals with the vows in general, the sixth and seventh with the vow
of chastity, the eighth, ninth, and tenth with the vow of poverty, and the
eleventh with obedience.In Qaestion WII he shows that those who live in
"most high poverty" are in a better state than those who live in riches. In
Qaestion X/ he says that the essential part of the vow of poverty is not just
the personal and community renunciation of dominion, but also the very
limited use of essential goods (usas pauper).

Although he deepens the theoretical footprints made by
Bonaventure, Olivi's reflection on poverty has a very different meaning,
historically speaking. While the general minister's defense of "most high
poverty" strengthened Franciscan identity in the controversy with the
seculars, here the insistence on u,s?ts poaper as an integral part of the
Franciscan vow creates a theoretical space in which it becomes possible to
criticize from within the Order's growing laxity. Olivi knows that the notion
of. usas pauper cannot be defined in the abstract, or once and for all. In this
there is a large area for human reason, which must determine in each case

what is sufficient in these circumstances. In the final analysis, an act of
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judgment-historical and subjective, as it were-becomes an impediment to
authentic and non-formalistic observance of the Rule.

Nowadays the major biblical commentaries of Peter John Olivi are
not well known. Starting with those on the four Gospels, they are still
unedited or else have been published in provisional form and with a limited
circulation (Lectura on tbe Apocalypse: ed. Lewis 1972, pro ncanasripro). The
Lectura on Manhant, written between 1280 and 1282, is among the most
extensive and richest in doctrinal content. The central point of the gospel
message, as identified by Olivi, is the invitation to follow the poor Christ on
the way that leads to the cross. Voluntary poverq/ is an essential element of
this. Thomas Aquinas had declared that the vow of poverty was purely an
instrumental means to evangelical perfection and had placed the vows of
obedience and chastity ahead of it. Explicitly opposing him, Olivi praises
voluntary poverty as the first of the vows whose aim is evangelical
perfection, and he defines it as "virfiral perfection." But his emphriir on
poverty does not mean that he underestimates the role of money. On the
contrary, Olivi points out and stresses its ambiguity.A dangerous object of
greed, capable of seducing even those who have freely vowed to renounce it,
at the same time it is a necessary instrument for the world as the medium of
all exchange.

Ffis awareness of the moral problems connected with the use of
money led him to write a three-part treatise devoted to economic questions,
which he deals with from the standpoint of their ethical implications.
Commercial activities that make a profit for those who engage in them are
perfectly legitimate. The just price of an object cannor be established in the
abstract, but must be calculated by reasonably considering the average
market price. The important thing is to negotiate an economic contract
"initiated and ratified with the full and free consent of both parries" (Treatise
on Buying and. Selling, Quest. V: ed. Todeschini 1980, p. 61). Opposition to
usury, traditional in all medieval treatises, is accompanied by the recognition
that it is legitimate for a lender to collect interest, in carefully determined
and regulated situations. A merchant has the right to make a profit from his
own capital; the possibility of profit inherent in commercial capital is
explained by appealing to the theory of rationes seruinales (On [Jsary, On
Restitution).

In 1283 Peter John Olivi was the object of a new investigation,
conducted by a commission of seven theologians and bachelors appointed by
the general minister Bonagrazia of St. John in Persiceto. The commission
included some of the most highly-respected intellecruals in the Order,
among them Richard of Middleton and rwo furure generals, Arlotto of Prato
and John of Murrovalle. It concluded its work by drawing up a list of
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erroneous "articles." From the document and from Olivi's replies to these
and other accusations we learn that they revolved around questions of
philosophy, theology, and observance of the Franciscan Rule. fu for
philosophical doctrines (expressly treated during this period in his Qaestions
on the Second Book of Sentenceq a later Comruentary 0f the Four Books of
Sentences is unpublished), Olivi follows largely in the footprints of
Bonaventure, sharing his concern about the indiscriminate assimilation of
Aristotelianism, his opposition to the eternity of the world, his
hylomorophic concept of reality, and the plurality of forms in the human
composite. In particular, the commission censured his concept of the soul.
According to Olivi, the intellective part, although united to the body, is not
its form; the sensitive part is the true and exclusive form of the body. It also
censured his doctrine of accidents, which is important because of its direct
eucharistic implications. In the area of theolory, Olivi was attacked for his
ideas about matrimony. He said that, unlike all the other sacraments, it
confers no special grace; in fact greater grace is attached to the choice of
virginity and the monastic vow, even though these are not considered
sacraments (cf. On Eaangelical Perfeaioz, Quest. VI). On the subject of
sacramental grace he held, with particular reference to infant baptism,.that
grace does not confer on the soul a character that is qualitatively new in
absolute terms, but only places it in relation to the grace of Christ. With
regard to the Trinity he held, contrary to the Fourth Lateran Council, that
the divine essence can generate and be generated. fu for Franciscan
questions, the commission censured primarily his theory of asas paaper.

After a short time in solitary confinement urithout books, Olivi was
invited to c[ari$, again his concept of Franciscan poverty on t.he occasion of
the general Chapter of 1287. FIe was rehabilitated, and after a short stay in
Florence as lector at the stadiam of Santa Croce (1287 -9), he was recalled to
the studium in Montpellier where he was able to work without further
difficulties until his death in 1298.

Recent research has several times questioned his ties with the
Spirituals, a rigorist group that appeared in the 1270s in Italy. It seems to
me that, at least during the last years of his life, we can say with certainty
that Olivi shared their aspirations for reform of the Church and the Order.
We see this in the letter he wrote to Brother Conrad of Offida in September
L295, on the occasion of Pope Celestine Vs resignation and replacement by
Boniface VIII. fu far as we can tell from it, Conrad had ties with friars who
denied that the resignation was legitimate. Olivi bitterly criticizes them. He
says, among other things, that because of them there is danger of creating
confusion between the "spirituals" and "the errors and heresies of the
extremists" (ed. Oliger 1918, p. 372). Thus there is a spiritual movement
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whose views Olivi shares, and there is x group of extremists who
compromise its image and misunderstand its views and hopes for the future.
In all of Olivi's theoretical writings from his last years we see a man who is a
prudent inspirer, a cautious apocalyptic, one who shares hopes for renewal
but is not associated with blatant forms of dissent or overly propagandistic
expectations. In his On Eaangelical Perfexioz, Quesr. )(J.II (On tbe Resignation
of tbe Pope, 1297), he shows that the pope can resign from office for
legitimate causes and in the interest of the Church. In lis Leaura on the
Apocalypse (1296-97) he harks back to and develops his own Franciscan-

Joachimite view of history already set forth in his Qae*ions on Evongelical
Perfeaion and his earlier biblical commentaries. He projects the traditional
sevenfold division of the visions (each of which describes the history of the
Church in its seven ages) against the background of a threefold division
evidently derived from Joachim. For him, the third Joachimite state
coincides with the sixth and seventh ages of the Church.

But his does not mean that he is a Joachimite in the same lray as

Gerard of Borgo San Donnino. The most important new doctrine udth
respect to Joachim's approach is the doctrine of the three comings of Christ.
Between his first coming in the flesh and his final coming in glory Olivi
places an intermediate coming in the Spirit to reform the Church according
to the Gospel. This second coming of Christ has already been realized in the
historical person of Francis, who thus marked the beginning of the third
state of the world. The schema of the three comings involves a major
modification of theJoachimite view, for it allows Olivi to resituate the age of
the Spirit theologically in a Christocentric context and to suggest it
historically in Franciscan terms. The sixth age of the Church (corresponding
to the first part of the third state of the world) will end with the coming of
two antichrists: first, the "hidden" antichrist, then the "open" antichrist.
Olivi maintains that the hidden antichrist has already begun to tempt people
and that his coming is very imminent. This antichrist could be a king, a

pseudo-pope, or perhaps both in collusion with each other. After the coming
and defeat of the hidden antichrist, Olivi envisions a lapse of time during
which the elect will be able to catch their breath and during which an
evangelical and contemplative Order will preach the Gospel. This will be
interrupted by the coming of the open antichrist. Only after the latter's
defeat will the third state continue, free from all temptation and tribulation;
then will begin the true sabbatical age when the Church, fully observing the
peace and poverty of the Gospel, will await Christ's final return.

Olivi's teachings were preserved and handed on in the first half of
the fourteenth centuryby the Spirituals and Fraticelli. These were groups of
friars active especially in southern France and central ltaly. In open
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opposition to the leadership of the Order and its apologetic interpretation of
Francis, they fought, in an increasingly splintered perspective, to create a

new Franciscan experience. Re-expressed and pardy radicalized, Olivi's
teaching offered these marginalized and persecuted groups i solid
alternative point of reference. Llbertino of Casale updated Olivi's
apocalyptic doctrines (Tree 0f Lft, 1305), finding in them explanations for
the decay of the Order and comfort in the face of final expected
developments. tlbertino himself (Treatise on Most Higb Poaert!, 1322) and,

Angelo Clareno (Letters, 1312-36 ca.; Exposition on the Rule of the Friars
Minor, l32L-22) borrowed his rigorous teaching on the subject of usus

pauper.

Papal condemnation of the Lectura on the Apocalypse (1326) and the
crisis of the Fraticelli did not mark the disappearance of Olivi's doctrines.
Stripped of their more disturbing elements, his ideas about Christology,
ecclesiolory, povertyr and economic ethics would be borrowed in the
fifteenth century by the Observant reformers.

Cridcal Note
We are providing, in order, the essential bibliography and principal

tools for an orientation with regard to the topics treated here.

For general summaries, historiographic discussion and working
hypotheses, see: Gilson 1953, Van Steenberghen 1991, Capitani 1985, and

Miethke 1987. For masters and the organization of studia: Glorieux 1933-3+,
Doucet, 1934 and Atti Tudi 1978. For the Franciscan concept of poverty:
Lambert 1995. On the society and economy: Langholm 1992 and

Todeschint L99+. On theological research and preaching: D'Away 1985. On
study of the Bible, interpretation and exegesis: Potesti 1994. The
Apocalypse is the biblical text most commented on by the Franciscans in the
thirteenth centurJi for their interpretations t' Burr L992.

On Alexander of Hales, Doucet 1948 discusses his authorship of the
Summa; his theological views are studied by Goftmann 1964 and Marcolino
1970. On the status of theology, Chenu 1957 naturally remains the basic

work, although he regards the positions of the Franciscans as mere
preparations for the Thomistic solution of theology as a science; thus he
must be supplemented with B6rub6,1970, Preda 1982, and Biffi 1992.

On the subjects of thirteenth-century eschatology and Joachimism,
Tripfer 1992, Stanislao da Campagnola 1974, and Lerner 1995 (a collection
of essays originally published in reviews and general volumes) are basic. On
the origins, versions, and content of the Saper Hyeremian see Moynihan
1986 and Wessley 1990, especially pp. 101-35. On the eschatological ideas
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of the Oxford Franciscans: Bigalli tg7L On Gerard of Borgo San Donnino
and his environment there is always need to refer to Denifle 1885; the
doctrinal aspects and implications of the controversies benveen mendicants
and seculars are brought out by Congar 1961 and Lambertini 1990.

Masters and Franciscan doctrines at Oxford are presented by Sharp
t964.

Only a very small section of Thomas of York's Sapientiale has been
published thus far; a summary from the viewpoint of its philosophical
content may be found in Sharp 1964, pp.sl-ll}. Some sections of the
Manus qaae clntra Ornnipotentem tenditur (1256) are edited in Bierbaum
1920,pp. 37-168.

The literature on Bonaventure of Bagnoregio is vast. A
bibliography of the writings and editions is provided by Distelbrink lg7 S.
Among the works of Bonavenrure critically issued (and reissued) during the
last rwenty years, besides the Opera omnia 1882-1902, we must mentio; the
Seruones doruinicales and the Serntones de terupore, ed. Bougerol 1977 and
1988a; Citti Nuova is in the process of publishing a complete bilingual
edition of his works. General introductions to the life, works and thought of
Bonaventure: Corvino 1980 and Bougerol 1988b. On specific t}remes in
Bonaventure's thought: on his theology of the Trinity, Gerken 1963 and
Ghisalberti 1993-94; on his mystical theology, I Deug-Su 1988; on his
attitude toward Aristotelianism, his opposition to rhe radical Aristotelians,
his concept of time and historJ, his eschatological doctrines, Ratzinger L959,
Ghisalberti 1990, Weber 1991, and Gregory 1992; on his opposition ro rhe
eternity of the world, Bianchi 1984 and Dales and Argerami 1991.

On the Franciscan masters of the last decades of the thirteenth
centurlrr general orientations may be found in Brady 1968-69, 1972, and
197+,Zavalloru 1951, and Putallaz 1996.

On condemnations, censures, freedom of research see Bianchi 1996.

The thought and works of Roger Bacon are presented by Alessio
1985 and 1986. A short and updated biographical and doctrinal summary
may be found in Maloney 1988.

On PeterJot- Olivi: life, writings, doctrines, condemnarion in Burr
1976; on his Trinitarian theology, Robb 1995; on volunrary poverqr rnd asus

po,uper, Burr 1989; on his controversy with Thomas Aquinas, D'Alverny
1974; on his economic ethics, Todeschini 1980; on his apocalyptic, Burr
t993.

On the survival and transmission of Olivi's doctrines among the
Spirituals and Fraticelli tf Potesd 1980 and 1990, Davis 1981, and
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Accrocca's introduction to the edition of Boccali 1994; among the
Observants, cf. Rusconi 1975.
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